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Quest in the Hebrides
by Hugh de Las Casas

A log, in marinespeak, is a piece of wood thrown overboard from time to time to give
some idea of how fast the ship is travelling. Of course, it took no account of the
movement of the water. Punctilious captains would write down the results of this four
hourly experiment, so that they would remember the result. Like Neddy the Seagoon,
they knew it was right "because I've got it writted down on a piece of paper".

On this journey I was particularly interested in the movement of water, I did not make
systematic notes and the piece of wood had been replaced with a GPS set of such
mind-boggling complexity that, even though Doug Chesterman, my boat companion,
has devoted his entire life to electronics in general and computers in particular, we
both were reduced to wanting to hurl the damnable thing overboard at least every four
hours. Plus ,a change.

So this essay is not a log. Consider it the rambling memoirs of a dotty old Wayfarer if
you like, but it is inspired by a fortnight in the general ambience of Oban, travelling in
various directions, depending on weather, tide and which particular island distillery
we felt drawn to next.

Sailing the Scottish Islands is a bit like Sir Tlhomas Beecham's description of listening
to a Wagner opera (moments of absolute bliss separated by quarter-hours of utter
boredom). The trouble with Scotland is that it rains - and this is akin to the
everlasting continuo to which Sir Thomas took such exception. i once cruised these
islands with a Finnish soldier called Esko Lehtonnen who was fascinated by the
Scottish habit of calling such weather "soft". He devised a sort of Beaufort Scale of
his own in which diagonal rain was 'fairly soft" and horizontal rain was "bloody
soft". On that expedition, we spent two weeks stormbound in Stomaway and his
description of that would melt the page it was written on.

Actually, it was quite nice when we reached the campsite at Oban. But the instant I
took the tent out of the car, there was a shriek of wind and the horizon disappeared.
So we spent the evening, eight blokes from Suffolk and Norfolk, eating compulsory
haggis and listening to the ex-World Champion Bagpiper. A lady with calf muscles
danced determinedly around some swords, mainly for the benefit of a family of
Chinese tourists who, it transpired, owned a restaurant in Macclesfield. That cost
three pounds extra.

Next morning, we wrung out the tents and
launched the boats. There was a sort of frying-pan-
to-fire feeling about the whole exercise.
Nonetheless, the wind was in the north, so we
headed south, in bright stnshine.

We were an odd lot, in our four boats, ranging- from a bassoonist in the Welsh Guards to an
architect. There was also "Mad Cedric" the
famous doctor from Halesworth who confessed to
a part time job with the Ministry of Defence. He
told us, one night over a campfire, that he used to

The Start assess postulant paratroops for their fitness for the
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job. Not having mnuch clue about the attributes of the British paratroop, he would
stand them half naked before his desk and said "Can you count to three?"
"Yes sir"
"Can you flush a lavatory?"
"Yes sir"
"Fine. Jump out of the aeroplane, count to three and pull the chord. You'll be OK".
On the proceeds of this lucrative job, Cedric had fumished himself with a luxury
Wayfarer, rescued from an Essex County Council sailing school, which had discarded
it in favour of something more plausible, and from which he still flew the original
sails, bright blue and bearing a curious resemblance to a set of Victorian bloomers.
Despite this, he is an ace sailor, and we were to see an awful lot of his transonm in the
next two weeks.

Cedric's luxyuryv Wayfarer in a swell

South of Oban is a beautiful island called Seil. It is the innermost of the inner
Hebrides and is niot very far out to sea -about seven yards, in fact. It is connected to
the mainland by a humipback bridge, which is known as The Bridge over the Atlantic.
It said, in one of our pilot guides, that an intrepid Wayfarer sailor had once sailed
unider the Bridge over the Atlantic without lowering his mast. So we decided to do the
same. We set about a circumnavigation of Sell.

We sailed south past Keerrara and inside the Sound of Inish and thus to Clachan
Sound, which separates the islands of Seil and Luing and which provided our first
interesting encounter with moving water.

It was as we approached the Cuan Sound, between the islands of Seil and 1Luino. that
we got the first feel of the movemient of water which makes these sailing grounds
world famouis.

Twice a day, as the earth's spin shifts the moon's gravitational pull f'roml one side to
the other, the Atlantic Ocean delivers a fair proportion of its contents to the Western
Scottish coast. Unimiaginably vast quantities of water bounce off the British seaboard
and slurp their way northwards towards Cape Wrath as they seek passage into the
North Sea and the rest of the North East Atlantic, towards Bass Rock and the coastline
of Russia.

age 2 <] .



Quest in the Hebrides

The whisky islands of Islay and Jura form the welcoming arm of a trap as they pin a
mile-wide stream of sea against the mainland and separate it from the rest of the
ocean. For a while all is well, but as the mainland, with its deep bays and lochs,
creeps inexorably towards the islands until, at the north end of Seil, there is only the
Clachan humpback bridge to separate them, so the fury of the incoming water builds
up. Pressurized by the Atlantic behind it which, like a maddened football crowd, is
stampeding into the trap, the pent up water becomes desperate to escape and finds
release in the small gaps between the islands, which lead back to the ocean. The most
famous of these is the passage between Jura and Scarba, which has the added interest
of being partially blocked by an enormous submerged rock. The Gulf of Corryvecken
is a name which will send a tingle of respect and fear through sailors to world over.

But all is not fury and danger. Twice a day the forces of the tide reverse and begin to
cancel each other out. There are periods of calm and times when the movement of the
water is benign and can be used to make a safe passage from one place to another.
Given the right wind and an understanding of the tides, there is no place among these
islands that one cannot reach.

Fortunately for us, the Cuan Sound is not the worst of the passages between the
islands but, should one arrive southbound halfway through a flood tide, one would
have the problem of not only breasting a nine knot stream, but also sailing appreciably
uphill. The water inside the trap is considerably higher than the rest of the Atlantic.

Our timing that afternoon was not perfect, but it was not disastrous. The flood was
building as we arrived and we in Quest followed close behind Matt and Ralph in the
lead boat. The texture of the water was changing by the minute. Way below us, at the
bottom of the sea, the flood tide coming up the Atlantic side was inclined to turn east
into the natural gap between the islands. On the surface, the higher water inside the
islands was beginning to tumble out to the west. Between us and the seabed was a
shear-zone, where the relative speeds of the water might eventually reach twelve or
fifteen knots. The result, that afternoon, was a series of glassy textured and long
standing waves, through which we appeared to be travelling at great speed, while in
fact, over the ground, our headway was decreasing by the minute.

Fortunately, Doug is an instructor at Felixstowe Ferry - and few people know better
how to make headway against an impossible tide than him. Quest was the only boat of
the four without an outboard and we did not wish to be defeated on the first day of our
expedition.

We crept into the side, far closer to so ugly rocks than I would have wished and, in the
little bays, found back eddies which carried us forward. By now the wind was dicing
and becoming flukey. So, at each headland, we got out the oars and rowed like fury
against the current., By the skin of our teeth, we held our ground until a little puff of
wind blew us round the headland and into the next bay. Interestingly, we lost no
ground against the last two boats in the fleet which, ten minutes behind and with
outboards at full throttle, were breasting the growing tide.

And so it was that we made our way into the narrows between Torsa and Luing,
watching seals on the rocks in the lagoon, and to the anchorage of Ardinamir.We tied
up to a fisherman's raft, under the watchful eye of a croft which was once inhabited
by Irene Mc.Lachlin and her pink-eyed cat, Elvie. Irene was an honorary and
renowned member of The Clyde Cruising Club on account of her habit of keeping a
log of every visiting boat between the 1940s and the 1990s and bellowing
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navigational instructions to
each one of them in a voice
which could be heard from
The Garvellachs to the
rmainland. Elvie the cat, it
was rumoured, occupied the
only armchair in the house -
and relinquished it to no-
one.

We woke next day to find
the wind in the south. Since
the Bridge of Clachan was
now to the north of us, this
suited our needs just fine
and we headed north for the

Dinner on the fisherlnan 's raft. Irene Mclachlin's Trofp bridge, past Oban and
in ihe background. toward the Sound of Mull.

A stonking run up the Clachan sound which, at the northern end becomes navigable
only to shallow draught vessels. Sadly, this is a fact which has not always been
understood by cetacians which, like the Atlantic tide, tend to become trapped there. In
1835 a 78 ft. whale could not find its way out and, some years later, a tribe of 192
pilot whales suffered a similar fate. The same was nearly true of ourselves. As we
sailed up the beautiful valley toward the bridge, the water became shallower and
progressively more clogged with long fronds of Laminaria seaweed. Eventually, we
had to jump overboard and tow the boats through the water until we reached the
bridge.

0~

The Brid~ge over the Atlantic ag low tide

After the bridge and a luinch break waiting for the tide to cover the waste from the old
slate mine at the northern end, we broke back into the sea and, accompanied by a
snappy breeze and a soggy drizzle, we sailed back past Oban town and across the
Firth of Lomn toward the Sound of Mull.
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______ Quest in the Hlebrides

There is no doubt in my mind that the Sound of Mull, even in the filthiest of
conditions, is the most beautiful and inspiring sailing ground in the whole of Britain. I
have sailed Quest in many waters, from North Ronaldsay in the Orkneys to the Fowey
River in Cornwall and nothing compares, as one enters the Sound, with the majestic
splendour of Duart Castle, home of the Macleans since the thirteenth century. Yet. in
historical terms, a medieval castle is a recent addition to the development of this
wonderful Isle - and the Maclean family relative incomers.

The Sound of Mull with gathering clouds

Neither I, nor the Macleans, are the first people to have taken a shine to it because the
whole island is littered with huiman remains and records, starting with the Neolithics.
followed by the ancient Greeks, the Vikings and Picts, the Scots, the Duikes of Argyll
and The Forestry Commission.

But to an East Anglian like ine, used to a miodest rainfall, Mull has a perfectly
disgusting climate. Because it is quite mountainous, it boasts the wettest weather in
the Hebrides - and yet geology has blessed it with good drainage, so much of the
island is agriculturally useful.

linterestingly, the namne of the island may be derived from a reference fromn Ptolemy
the Greek who called it, in the second century AD, "Maleus" meaning bald or
treeless. This contrasted sharply with my explorations a year earlier of the mnuch
harsher outer island of Lewis with Esko Lechtonnen the Finn. He, with his knowledge
of Nordic languages, suggested that the place names demonstrated heavy forestation
in earlier timies.

These muisings were brought to an abrupt end by the incessant trickle of "bloody soft`
rain down the inside of the oilskins. Once inside the oilskins, the drainage can only
lead one way - and that is not a good one. It was becoming increasingly imiportant to
reach Loch Aliine and the promiised perfect campsite.

.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~a *,~



Quesi in the Hebrides

Loch Aline is indeed a beautiful anchorage and, on the north shore is a fine natural
campsite with level grass falling away from protected woodland, a fresh burbling
mountain stream and midges with jaws like bear-traps. It was here that we laid the
Wayfarers on the grass at high tide, covered ourselves in an evil smelling substance
sold to me by a Bengali pharmacist in South Harrow (the midges suddenly decided to
go to Tobermory) and cooked ourselves a steak dinner washed down with Famous
Grouse.

From Loch Aline, we followed the
mid ges to Tobermory. to which the
narrow entrance is exciting and the
town itself is elegant. A long
surfing run back down the Sound
and a second night at Loch Aline
made way for a long sea sail round
to Loch Buie where, again, we
spent two nights. On the way we
sailed into Loch Spelve, a kidney
shaped piece of water, which gave
us quite the most difficult sailing I
have ever encountered. For the two
hours we were in there, the wind Perfect campsite on Loch Aline
would change from force two to
force six for no apparent reason and on one occasion two boats were sailing less than
twenty yards apart, absolutely parallel, both close hauled and on different tacks. This
is what happens when the wind is shaped by narrow entrances to wide stretches of
water, all of which is surrounded by mountains.

Approaching f.m Ah Batie, Royss fM

Loch Buice is probably the last chance of a secuire stop on that exposed souith west
coast of Mull before lona. Eveni then, it is to be avoided ini any wind betwveen a
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southerly and a westerly, but it is a wonderfully rugged place to visit and it provided a
perfect place for us to practice our "boat-rolling" skills on the long, shallow beach.

--Boot rolling` Quest ito the high tide mark. 1Loch Buie

It was here, as I walked up to the village on the first morning, that I saw both a Sea
Eagle and a Golden Eagle patrolling the hillside and seafront. I remarked as much to a
lady in the village who said; "Oh ay, I usually see them both whilst I'm washing up
the breakfast things."

I scored an extra point, though, on miy return journey, whilst walking beneath a low
cliff, I heard a curious chirring noise above my head. I looked up and was able to
spend the next hour watching a Peregrene Falcon feeding its chicks.

In the afternoon, the fitter members of the party climbed the hill behind ouir campsite.
* ~~The top afforded a view southwards towards Jura and from where they were able to

watch the flood tide boiling through the Corryvecken channel and the disturbed water
spreading graduially out into the open sea as the flood gained the ascendancy.

The Corryvecken has a magnetic attraction and, amongst ourselves, we were agreed
that we might try to make the passage through if ever the conditions were perfect.
And so it was back down south that we headed next to further explore the water
between the whisky isles and the mainland.

Here, if anywhere. one must sail according to the movement of the water - or have a
mighty powerful engine, which we did not. Of the four boats, Quest was the only one
not carrying an outboard and I fouind miyself slightly saddened by the fact that we
were in the mninority and thus incurring some disapproval from the others. The beauty
of Wayfarer cruising for mec has always been that it is the art of the possible and the
limitations imposed by the forces of niature are there to be accepted an uinderstood, not
challengoed.
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It is wise, particularly ori a flooding tide, to keep to the mainland side of this sailing
area because, as the seaward bound channels deliver progressively more water back to
the ocean, so the currents swirl around to feed them - and it is an uniwise helmsman
who allows himself to get caught in one of the eddies.

We drew satisfaction from the versatility of the Wayfarer when negotiating the Dorus
Mor tidal race on the way to Ardfern Yacht Centre. Once again, we were slightly late
and found ourselves working against a building ebb tide as we tried to gain entrance
to Loch Craignish. Again we took reluge in the little bays and the shallow water
which allowed us to edge forward and through the narrows. This was in satisfying
contrast to a beautiful Contessa 32 which, with several feet of draught. was forced to
stay in midstream, facing the opposing current. Despite a huge ghoster of a foresail.
she gradually came to a halt and then drifted backwards until the skipper was force to
start the engine.

If I have gained anything from these two weeks among the Scottish Isles. it is that I
have leamed much about the movement of water. It has brought me to a closer
understanding of those small coastal ships and barges which fed much of the early
stages of Britain's industrial revolution by using the tidal streams as a means of
locomotion, gaining extra oomph from the wind when it blew favourably. Nowadays.
with highly efficient rigs, advanced materials and the power of oil, it is easy to forget
the one great force which is utterly reliable.

These at least were my thoughts as we picked tip a severe gale warning and decided to
scuttle back to Oban, spending the last night within sight of the Bridge over the
Atlantic. Thank heavens we did, for soon after we got the boats off the water, it
became neither `soft" nor bloody soft" but, in the words of a famous Orcadian
Wayfarer sailor, "Absolutely horrendous." We towed our boats back across Scotland
past trees bent double.

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

liW Captain shoaWd be alert at all titnes
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Scotland - Mull to Crinan - 2004

Mon 14't
Cedric and I (W7424) were first to arrive at Oban Caravan Park on a deteriorating

Monday morning in the middle of Jtne, with ever darkening skies portending the bad
weather to come. We had only just completed erecting our tent when the first few drops of
rain started. Matt Sharman (W773), who had picked up Chris Codling. and Dave and
Julian Kirk (W9759) arrived before it had begun to rain too hard. The wind, rain and
gloomy skies were well established for the last boat arrive, lugh de Las Cases and Doug
Chesterman (W6026), and it was to stay that way for the next day and a half

0~~~

lhe~~~~ wjrathel7 call getAcol wah

Wed 1 6th

By the morning of Wednesday, the storm had blown itself out, and there was much
enthusiasm to get the boats down to the Puffin Dive Centre, who for a relatively small fee,
allowed us to park our cars and trailers, and use their launching ramp. It was past mid-day

* ~~before we had managed to prepare the boats for our (now) 1 0 day proposed cruise, and set
off southwards towards the island of Luing.
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We set off in good winds and bright skies, running down the Sound of Kerrera to the
Sound of Insh and then between the small island of Easdale and Seil It was here that we
first experienced the tidal flows in such channels, though it was quite negligible in
comparison to the flow encountered soon after, between Seil and Luing. Even keeping as
close as we could to the rocky shoreline, those of us with outboards resorted to using them
to get through the fast rip tide. Hugh and Doug, without the benefit of a motor, needed
their considerable sailing skills to get through a particularly difficult section. Had we been
just 1 5 mins later, it is almost certain that the current would have been too strong for them
to have made it.

Selitig o~ff from /he Puffm D ivet ( entre

Having reached the bay opposite Torsa, there appeared nowhere to land because of
the rocky shoreline, and a convenient mooring buoy was used to tie up for a break and
something to eat. Ahead of us lay the narrow channel through which we needed sail to
reach our intended mooring for the night. So narrow was the channel in fact, that from any
distance there didn't appear to be gap to sail through.

2
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Sailing around the small, well-protected bay on the other side of'the channel for the
best anchoring spot the rocky shoreline ensuring landing was not an optional choice a
pontoon appeared to make ior an easy mooring. Certain comments about somebody's loud
snoring made the Kirk's choose to anchor in a quiet spot, whilst the other 3 boats tied up
alongside the pontoon. However, the falling tide gave rise to concern by Matt for the
bottom of his wooden boat should the area dry out, and we moved his boat to deeper water
whilst there was still time to do so.
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Thurs 17i
We awoke next morning to a change in the wind direction, and decided to make our

trip as easy as possible by allowing the wind to dictate our destination. We therefore
headed northwards again, this time up the Seil Sound and under 'The bridge over the
Atlantic' which is about as fanciful as it sounds, since Seil is no more part of the North
American continent than the Seil Sound is a major part of the Atlantic! It was noted in the
Pilot Book that a Wayfarer had been able to sail under the bridge without lowering its
mast, and sure enough, there was plenty of clearance. However the state of the tide meant
that the water was very shallow, with the boats often grounding on the kelp covered rocks
TFhe easiest way to make progress was either by someone in a drysuit leading the boat
through the deeper channels, or paddling where this was possible.

Justjihalfige a mile fr?om iathe 'Bridgeitwsntcalththeeaevlasosdrby

lowecr than ".ater in the channel and it wvas necessary to wait for a couple of hours for the
flood tide m-ake up the difference,
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We were able to use the opportunity to sail past the Puffin Dive Centre again to pick up
a few items previously left behind, and then continued past the port of Oban before turning
northwest for the Sound of Mull. The weather became very overcast at this point, and
visibility was down to less than haif a mile. It meant that compasses and GPS's were put to
good use, as all land marks disappeared for the next hour or so. Once into the Sound of Mull
there was an easy sail to Loch Aline, where a known grassy area that flooded at high tide
made a good stopping point for the night.

An ideal landing spol, hlere the hocus can
l cfl*heftltd onto ihe gras at high tide

Land cnping madel for more slliIous
aUd comforiable ovenight v/psto

Fri 18'
The wind changed again during the night, and we woke up the next day to find that

it had reverted to a Northerly. We made the decision that with such an ideal camping spot
it would be worth using it as a base, enabling us to leave our tents pitched, and beat our
way up to Tobermnory for a visit to the town, before sailing back in the afternoon. We
stopped after a couple of hours at the point off Caisteal Nan Con for a snack and rest, and
used the opportunity to explore a ruined fortification built on the promontory with a fine
view of the Sound of Mull from the mainland.

Loo 4king s outh OVe r the .Sound o 
.Mlull,from 'ms/eat Mm C '
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The tide made the 13 Nm beat to Tobermory a relatively easy sail, though tacking
through the narrow southerly channel between Calve Island and Mull could have become
a serious problem when Matt somehow managed to get the end of his tiller extension stuck
beneath the boat at the narrowest point of the channel and on the most inopportune of
tacks! We spent a leisurely couple of hours walking around the tourist attractions of the
harbour area before setting sail back to Loch Aline.

,S~tlinig Intoth odofM/
.from loib(!etmty, for ou

return to Aloh/inc

The sailing became extremely exhilarating as we neared the entrance, with all the
boats planing in the strong w\inds. It made for a much easier and more pleasurable end to
the day not to have to unload allI the gear from the boats and erect the tents, and wye used
the time to walk along the woodland path to the ferry terminal for Mull

_ _~~~~~~~~~~~~



Sat 109
We set off in a good following breeze next moming to explore the inlets along the

southern shore of Mull in the hope and expectation that we might find a suitable spot to
camp. It took less than an hour to reach the castle near Duart Point and from there it was
only a short distance to the small inlet of Loch Don. This tumed out to be shallow bay,
completely enclosed by a very rocky and inhospitable shoreline, so we quickly headed
back out and on much larger bay of Loch Spelve. With a strong wind from the north being
funneled across the Loch, it proved to be a hard beat to reach the lea of a rocky outcrop on
the north of the bay where we could stop f'or a break and some lunch.

Satling otl ?Jf Loch Spel/v
iil :titrg w,ndm

The sail from Loch Spelve to Loch Buie was made in the shelter of the cliffs along
this part of the coastline, but it proved to be another hard beat in strong winds to the
northern shoreline of Loch Buie, once we had cleared the last headland. Initially there
appeared to be a sandy area near a castle at the far end of the loch, but a nearer, more
enticing beach on the north shore beckoned once we had made our way a little further in.

~~~~~~~Rollinig the boat u p a rare .saidi
_T53 I)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eat.h oni Lxxh Bline

Otine of the.few. idel a apn t
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The landing point onl Loch Buic proved to be a very convenient camping place and
we spent the following day there as well, having decided that the wind was too strong for
a comfbrtable sail, and a day's rest would make the cruise more leisurely and enjoyable
We walked to the nearby castle and the more energetic trekked to the top ot'the nearest hill
to look south towards the infamous overfalls ott Corryvreckan. By all accounts it was a
very impressive sight in the very strong northerly winds.

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Mon 21`
Setting off from the beach was an easy affair in the oftTshore breeze, and we were

soon on our way out of the loch and on to our next destination of Loch Melfort. Rounding
the southern point of Luing, we headed up the Shuna Sound, past the bay where we had
previously stayed, opposite the island of Torsa, and into Loch Melfort to see if there was a
suitable spot to land for an aflemoon break, or even camp the night. One spot we tried on
the northern shore proved to be less friendly than at
first appeared, so we decided to sail on to Loch
Craignish to look for a better overnight spot there.

X ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

Rounidinig the poinit off Luinig thirough a channtel betweeni the offshiore islands proved
interesting. Hugging the shoreline, we were able to make good progress against a strong
flood tide, but a yacht that had been accomipanying us for some distance, although going
well under sail, was making no progress through the channel against the current. It almost
certainly switched on its motor to gain ground having seen us round the point. A sandy
beach was indicated in the pilot guide at the north end of the loch, but landing to pitch a
tent was less than easy, so it was decided -not too reluctantly -to make use of the
facilities at the Ardferm Yacht Centre, and stay the night on the pontoon there.

0_
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Not only did we make use of the welcome
showers at the Yacht Centre, but we also walked
into the nearby village for an excellent meal at the
local pub. llaving made the most our chosen
overnight stop, it was not too inconvenient to
share the more confined space of' a boat tent,
rather than the individual land tents we had used
up to this point.

li/ugh cooking in bhxoi telt

Tues 22`l
With the wind from the north-west, next

morning we determined to make tfr Crinan, and
explore the possibility of using the canal into Loch
Fyne. The sun shone for a glorious sail down to
Crinan, where we stopped for lunch in the harbour,
before walking to the canal entrance. No amount
of'cajoling persuaded the lock keeper to accept the
ibur 5 metre Wayfarers as one 20 metre yacht,
thereby reducing the canal fee to a quarter of that
quoted. (This seemed perfectly reasonable to us, since locking through the canal wouldn't
involve any more work than if we were one boat). We therefore decided to forgo the
Crinan Canal experience, and set sail back to Seil Sound and under Clachan Bridge, which
we now knew could be easily negotiated.

Moored up at (Crinkw harbovr
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We experienced one of our best days of sail- M
ing with a pleasant breeze taking us past Craignish QM E

Castle, and then up the Shuna Sound. We passed
Torsa once more and continued into the narrowing
Seil Sound Our passage to the bridge proved some-
what easier on this occasion, since we approached
not long after high water, and it proved possible to
motor to just beyond the bridge until it became too
shallow, and we needed to resort to our previous
method of' walking the boats through the deeper
channels. The shallow water at the entrance again
thwarted us from making it back out to sea, but it
seemed a perfectly sensible and sheltered spot to
spend the night anyway. We would most certainly
have refiuted any suggestion that our decision was
influenced in any way by the fact there was an
excellent pub to visit for the evening, just along
from the bridge! 

Sailing along the Shuna So nd
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Wed 23'
We needed to wait only for

mid-morning until the water was
high enough to allow us passage
out to sea, and we decided to make
Loch Feochan our next inlet to
explore. From an easy entrance,
the loch narrows at a 900 bend, and
becomes much shallower, though
the channel is well marked. We
stopped a little further along for a
break and something to eat, moor-
ing up alongside a convenient steep rocky outcrop with a comfortable grassy area beyond.

From Loch Feochan, it was only a short homeward beat in the lightest of breezes up
the Sound of Kerrera to the Puffin Dive Centre. Flaving heard the forecast of strong gales
for the following 2 days, we decided it was an opportune moment to bring our trip to a
timely end. This proved to be a wise decision, since af'ter packing our boats and tents the
following morning at the Oban Caravan Park, the weather started to deteriorate and the
northerly gales certainly assisted our long drive home.

Saling itito the P'lluf fi 1)/ e C etre on
Kerrera Snu,d

0

Snnet vth raObl

This area of Scotland is blessed with magnificent scenery, though not blessed with
quite so many places where the boats can be easily and safely pulled ashore. However it is
a great place to cruise, and is highly recommended to anyone with a reasonable amount of
sea sailing experience.

Ralph Roberts W9885
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